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Abstract
Cloud computing allows accessing resources across Internet 
transparently: requiring no expertise in or Control over the 
underlying infrastructure. There is an Increasing interest in sharing 
data files securely with Military agencies and other corporate. 
Video data hiding is still an important research topic due to the 
design complexities involved. A new video data hiding method that 
makes use of erasure correction capability of repeat accumulates 
codes and superiority of forbidden zone data hiding. Selective 
embedding is utilized in the proposed method to determine host 
signal samples suitable for data hiding. This method also contains 
a temporal synchronization scheme in order to withstand frame 
drop and insert attacks.
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I. Introduction
Computer paradigms evolved from the mainframe to grid 
computing, bringing new paradigms that changed our way to use and  
understand computers. Personal devices and consumer electronics 
have been influenced by those changes. Cloud computing is a 
new paradigm that offers scalability, reliability, availability when 
accessing resources across Internet. Moreover cloud computing 
is expected to abstract the details of the underlying infrastructure 
even when they are complex. The term “cloud” is a metaphor for 
the Internet, the network over which different organizations join 
to dynamically offer scalable resources. Data hiding in video 
sequences is performed in two major ways: bitstream-level and 
data-level. In bitstream-level, the redundancies within the current 
compression standards are exploited. Typically, encoders have 
various options during encoding and this freedom of selection is 
suitable for manipulation with the aim of data hiding.A middleware 
that can be instantiated in Set-top boxes (STB) or home gateways  
for classifying, searching, and sharing media across the home 
domain and the cloud. Media Cloud uses a plug-in system to 
support several content management technologies.

II. Cloud computing
A new approach of technology  is expected to bring scalability[4], 
availability, and ubiquitous access as never seen before. However, 
despite this growing interest in Cloud Computing, there are many 
voices pointing to the lack of an accepted definition for this 
computing paradigm. The core concept behind Cloud Computing 
is Software as a Service (SaaS) [6]. Cloud Computing, and its 
complexity, born from squeezing or generalizing the SaaS concept 
to exhaustion. According to this, if in SaaS an application can be 
a service, also does the environment over which the application 
is executed, and even the hardware that executes the entire 
software. Following this reasoning, Cloud Computing is a resource 
aggregation of applications, components, frameworks… that can 
be configured for serving several purposes. When it comes to the 

user role, the interaction with Cloud Computing systems might be 
similar to already existing paradigms. The evolution of computing 
in the last century and how it relates to Cloud Computing. In the 
very beginning, a mainframe (a central server shared by many 
people) delivered services to small computers. Then personal 
computers became more powerful bearing any daily task. The 
popularization of networks and Internet brought the ability to 
access local network and Internet applications seamlessly. The 
Cloud Computing concept enables the exploitation of  resources 
across Internet. Cloud Computing could be seen as an evolution of 
grid computing where resources are no longer limited to processing 
power and storage but anything [7]. However, Cloud Computing 
delivers those services in a simple way, requiring no expertise or 
control over the underlying infrastructure. Thus, the interface to 
the cloud might abstract the underlying complexity leading to a 
concept similar to the mainframe where the user interacts with 
a big machine. In few words, cloud computing allows accessing 
resources across the Internet transparently, in a simple way and 
providing high scalability and availability

III. Video Data Hiding Framework
A block based adaptive video data hiding method that incorporates 
FZDH [1], which is shown to be superior to QIM and competitive 
with DC-QIM and erasure handling through RA Codes. The 
key point of FZDH is the determination of the zones and the 
partitions. There could be infinite ways to achieve this; however, 
a practical design can be performed by usingquantizers. Such a 
simple parametric form is given in where the mapping function 
is defined as
Mm(s) ={s + em(1 – r/||em||)
Here, r is the control parameter, qm(.) is a quantizer indexed 
by m, and e is defined as the difference vector between the host 
signal.
We utilize selective embedding to determine which host signal 
coefficients will be used in data hiding as in. We employ block 
selection (entropy selection scheme ) and coefficient selection 
(selectively embedding in coefficients scheme ) together. The de-
synchronization due to block selection is handled via RA Codes. 
The de-synchronization due to coefficient selection is handled by 
using multi dimensional form of FZDH in varying dimensions. In 
, the frames are processed independently. It is observed that  intra 
and inter frames do not yield significant differences. Therefore, in 
order to overcome local bursts of error, we utilize 3-D interleaving 
similar to , which does not utilize selective embedding, but uses 
the whole LL subband of discrete wavelet transform. Furthermore, 
as in , we equip the method with frame synchronization markers 
in order to handle frame drop, insert, or repeat attacks..

A. Framework
Y-channel [3], is utilized for data embedding. In the first step, 
frame selection is performed and the selected frames are processed 
block-wise. For each block, only a single bit is hidden. After 
obtaining 8 × 8 DCT of the block, energy check is performed on 
the coefficients that are predefined in a mask. Selected coefficients 
of variable length are used to hide data bit m. m is a member of 
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message bits or frame synchronization markers. Message sequence 
of each group is obtained by using RA codes for T consecutive 
frames. Each block is assigned to one of these groups at the 
beginning. After the inverse transform host frame is obtained. 
Decoder is the dual of the embedder, with the exception that frame 
selection is not performed.

Fig. 1 Video Data Hiding Framework

B. Selective Embedding
Host signal samples, which will be used in data hiding, are 
determined adaptively. The selection is performed at four stages: 
frame selection, frequency band determination, block selection, 
and coefficient selection (see fig. 3).

Frame selection: selected number of blocks in the whole frame 1. 
is counted. If the ratio of selected blocks to all blocks is above 
a certain value (T0) the frame is processed. Otherwise, this 
frame is skipped.
Frequency band: only certain DCT coefficients are utilized. 2. 
Middle frequency band of DCT coefficients  is utilized.
Block selection: energy of the coefficients in the mask is 3. 
computed. If the energy of the block is above a certain value 
(T1) then the block is processed. Otherwise, it is skipped.
Coefficient selection: energy of each coefficient is compared 4. 
to another threshold T2. If the energy is above T2, then it 
is used during data embedding together with other selected 
coefficients in the same block

C. Block Partitioning
Two disjoint data sets [3] are embedded see fig. 2): message bits 
(m1) and frame synchronization markers (m2). The block locations 
of m2 are determined randomly depending on a random key. The 
rest of the blocks are reserved for m1. The same partitioning is 
used for all frames. A typical partitioning is shown in fig. 2. m2 is 
embedded frame by frame. On the other hand, m1 is dispersed to 
T consecutive frames. Both of them are obtained as the outcomes 
of the RA encoder.

Fig. 2: Block Partitioning

D. Erasure Handling
Due to adaptive block selection [2], de-synchronization occurs 
between embedder and decoder. As a result of attacks or even 
embedding operation decoder may not perfectly determine 
the selected blocks at the embedder. In order to overcome this 
problem, error correction codes resilient to erasures. RA code is 
a low complexity turbo-like code. It is composed of repetition 
code, interleaver, and a convolutional encoder. The source bits 
(u) are repeated R times and randomly permuted depending on a 
key. The interleaved sequence is passed through a convolutional 
encoder with a transfer function 1/(1 + D), where D represents 
a first-order delay. In systematic RA code, input is placed at the 
beginning of the output as shown in fig. 3. We utilize systematic 
RA codes to obtain m1 as u1+v1 and m2 as u2+v2. Here, u1 
denotes the uncoded message bits and u2 is the uncoded frame 
synchronization marker bits. RA code is decoded using sum-
product algorithm.

Fig. 3: Selective Embedding

E. Frame Synchronization Markers
Each frame [2] within a group of  T consecutive frames is assigned 
a local frame index starting from 0 to T − 1. These markers are used 
to determine the frame drops, inserts and repeats, as well as the 
end of the group of frames at which point all necessary message 
bits are available for RA decoder. Frame indices are represented 
by K2 bits. After RA encoder RK2 bits are obtained. Hence, RK2 
blocks are reserved for frame markers. K2 >> log2T, so that a small 
portion of 2K2 codewords is valid. Therefore, we can detect the 
valid frames with higher probability. Using the sequential frame 
index information, the robustness increases. Furthermore, RA code 
spreads the output codewords[3] of the adjacent frame indices; 
hence, errors are less likely to occur when decoding adjacent frame 
indices. Once one reserves RK2 blocks for frame markers, T (N 
−RK2) blocks remain for message bits. Then, the actual number 
of message bits (K1) becomes equal to [T (N − RK2)/R], where 
[·] denotes floor operation. The remaining blocks at the end of 
last frame are left untouched.
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F. Soft Decoding
At the decoder, a data structure of length RK1 is kept for channel 
observation probability values, om. The structure is initialized with 
erasures (om = 0.5 for m = 0 and m = 1). At each frame, frame 
synchronization markers are decoded first. Message decoding 
is performed once the end of the group of frames is detected. 
Two frame index values are stored: current and previous indices. 
Let fcur and fpre denote the current and previous frame indices, 
respectively. Then the following rules are used to decode u1[1].

If fcur > T, then skip this frame. (This case corresponds to 1. 
unmarked frame.)
If fcur = fpre, then skip this frame. (This case corresponds 2. 
to frame repeat.)
Otherwise, process the current frame. Put om values in the 3. 
corresponding place of the data structure. Nonselected blocks 
are left as erasures. If fcur< fpre, then the end of the group 
of frames is reached. Decode the message bits and obtain u1. 
Initialize data structure.

IV. Middleware Architecture
Cloud middleware [14], provides services to the devices located 
inside the home network and to other Cloud instances located 
outside whenever they belong to the same cloud. For that reason, 
middleware is located between the home network and Internet. An 
appropriate place to instantiate the Cloud middleware is an STB 
with access to the home network and to the Internet. Thus, it can 
communicate with devices located in the home environment and 
provide search services, content delivery, and filtering to friends and 
family outside home domain. Fig. 4, sketches out the architecture 
of  Middleware. Two different modules compose middleware: the 
Media Indexer and the Foreign Content Aggregator. Aside those 
modules there is a security layer which enforces security policies 
and filter contents.

Fig. 4: Middleware Architecture

The system is based on policies and strong authentication. Moreover, 
despite Media Cloud connects home networks transparently, there 
might be several users per household accessing contents thought 
Cloud, so it is necessary to authenticate and authorize users instead 
of home networks. Cloud middleware tackles security threats using 
digital identity that allows to not only authenticate and authorize, 
but also to personalize services. The security layer performs 
delegation for a better performance. Concerning the entities within 
a home network, Cloud middleware interacts with the underlying 
hardware and other networked appliances acting as a broker to 
deliver multimedia inside or outside the home domain. Multimedia 
files can be stored in any device within the home domain. These 
devices must be able to communicate with other devices by means 
of DLNA, UPnP [5] or any other media sharing protocol. To make 

multimedia files stored by a device visible to the cloud using 
Cloud middleware, devices can either implement a service for 
metadata extraction, instantiate a Media Cloud device agent (a 
small service for metadata extraction), or let Cloud middleware 
fetch the beginning of multimedia files since metadata is usually 
stored in that region. The  Cloud middleware (instantiated in an 
STB) collects metadata, provides searching services, and acts 
as a proxy adapting requests to protocols supported by media 
endpoints. Thus, it just disguises the complexity of the Internet 
to the home domain devices and, obviously, to their users. As the 
reader may infer, supporting the plethora of devices and protocols 
present in the market and coping with upcoming technologies 
is a tough task. For that reason, a separate module called Home 
Domain Manager (HDM) handles interaction with devices. The 
HDM relies on a plug-in system for supporting different devices 
and protocols and new plugins can be developed to support new 
hardware, protocol, or technology.

V. Media Indexer

A. Content Annotations
Nowadays multimedia devices allow users to annotate content 
including, for instance, a text annotation about the event covered by 
a given media [8]. State-of-the-art cameras configuration permits 
to provide some text that would be embedded in every media file 
produced by the camera. Moreover, digital cameras and scanners 
include some metadata by themselves. The Exchangeable Image 
Format (Exif), which was created by the Japan Electronic Industry 
Association, uses the JPEG and TIFF formats to include metadata 
tags. These tags might contain date and time information, technical 
information as camera model, aperture, ISO speed, thumbnails 
for previewing the picture, description and copyright, or even 
geolocation information provided by a GPS receiver (geotagging). 
The International Press Telecommunications Council (IPTC) 
makes recommendations for including structured metadata and  
cameras produce pictures with both annotations. There are also 
other annotations for multimedia including audio and video. IPTC 
recommendations target any media including audio and video. 
However, other annotations as ID3 are more popular. ID3 is a 
de-facto standard for cataloguing multimedia using metadata in 
audiovisual containers. ID3 version 2.0 defines more than 30 
standard Unicode encoded tags of unlimited length that includes 
lyrics, pictures of the cover, author information, artist details, 
album title… These tagging systems have been inherited by 
modern multimedia containers as Matroska, Ogg or AVI, which 
might contain fully annotated video with several audio tracks, 
subtitles, images of the cover and many others. Metadata is 
very useful for cataloging multimedia and to enable text based 
search. However, annotations in Media Cloud are not limited to 
the aforementioned systems. Media Cloud allows complementing 
that information with social networks information and related 
Internet content. The middleware relies on a “Social Enabler” to 
fetch feeds related to a media file from social networks. In [11] 
we described a Social Enabler that uses content metadata to find 
feeds from friends in social networks. In such a way, Media Cloud 
coalesces friends’ comments about the media into a document and 
updates it regularly. 

B. Content Indexer
The Content Indexer (CI) [14] is in charge of building an index 
for contents using content metadata, social network feeds and 
Internet related content (see fig. 5). This module uses Lucene, 
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an open source scalable high-performance indexer that enables 
searching over the index using ranked or fielded searches. It 
is possible to use many different queries as phrase, wildcard, 
proximity, or range queries. A Lucene index is a directory. Every 
index entry corresponds to a document inside the directory. The 
CI creates a document for every media file analyzed and adds it to 
the index. A document is a collection of field-value pairs [10]. The 
number and nature of fields depends on the media file since the 
information extracted from metadata, Internet or social networks 
might be different. Fields in Lucene can be stored, tokenized, 
indexed, and vectored. Stored fields contain the value as it was 
provided to Lucene. In tokenized fields, the value is analyzed and 
tokens emitted are indexed. The value in indexed fields is made 
searchable. Finally, vectored fields contain the term frequency 
per document. The fields of the document generated by CI for 
every media file can be classified in three categories. The content 
description category contains a field per metadata entry in the file. 
Since the field name must be unique within a document, the CI 
uses a namespace name as a prefix for every metadata entry, for 
instance, “id3.title” or “ipct.author”. The fields belonging to this 
category are indexed and stored in the document, so it is possible 
to search across them.

Fig. 5: Content Aggregator

The access information category contains fields required by the 
Home Domain Manager to retrieve the content from the device. 
The fields of this category contain hardware information, network 
addresses, ports, and protocol details to interact with the device 
retaining the content within the home network. These fields are 
stored in the document but not indexed. The security category 
contains fields with access control information and optionally 
license information (in case of commercial content). The access 
control information limits the usage of the content, for instance, 
who can access it, if it is shared in the cloud or accessible only in the 
home network. The preferred policy language is XACML [12] but 
Media Cloud can be easily extended to other policy languages.

C. Home Domain Manager
The Home Domain Manager [14] (HDM) (see fig. 6) deals with the 
different networked devices present in the home network. It relies 
on a plug-in system for supporting different devices and protocols, 
and it can be extended to support upcoming technologies. When 
contents are requested from the home network or from the cloud 
the HDM retrieves the access information fields from the index 
and instantiates the appropriate plug-in. This plug-in system deals 
with the plethora of technologies available for content distribution 
within a home domain. UPnP and DLNA are supported by the 
HDM, but it can be extended to other protocols. DLNA and 
UPnP deal with networked consumer electronics permitting 
usergenerated contents to be shared among household devices. 
These specifications define three functional components: Media 
Server (MS), Media Renderer (MR), and Control Point (CP). 
A device can implement several functional components (media 
players combine CP and MR). Control Points discover and control 
other devices on the network and coordinate operations among 
devices that yield to the desired result. Devices in DLNA expose 
services that provide actions. Services can be controlled via 
state variables or events. UPnP AV facilitates the discovery and 
configuration but it does not define how contents are transferred. 
DLNA goes beyond UPnP defining mandatory Media Formats 
and Media Transport protocols as HTTP or Real-time Transport 
Protocol (RTP). However, distributed search operations in UPnP 
and DLNA are not straightforward. UPnP behaves in a Peer-to-
Peer (P2P) fashion, for instance, a CP controls a MS to render 
contents in a MR, so UPnP does not allow to search in parallel in 
several repositories. The Content Indexer and the Foreign Content 
Aggregator handle the searching operations. The HDM acts as 
a broker. The module gets the content stream from the source 
device using the appropriate plug-in. When Media Cloud handles 
communications within the home domain, the content stream is 
redirected to the destination device.

Fig. 6: Home Domain Manager
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VI. Foreign Content Aggregator
The Foreign Content Aggregator [14] (see fig. 7) handles cloud 
communications. It makes content stored in devices at the home 
network available to other Media Cloud instances through 
Internet. The module is composed by a Content Server and a 
Content Delivery module. The Content Server facilitates foreign 
clients to search within the HMI database. The Content Delivery 
module sends content to other Media Cloud instances located 
outside the home domain. The authentication is handled by the 
Security Layer [11] that issues a security token after a foreign 
client is successfully authenticated and authorized. The Access 
Control System [12] of the security layer uses the security token 
to filter HMI database contents preventing unauthorized access 
and respecting privacy. 

A. Content Server
UPnP and DLNA [5], as many other protocols used to share 
contents within a home domain were designed to operate in 
local networks. For that reason, users rely frequently on third 
party services, typically web-based, to share contents beyond 
the boundaries of a home domain. These kinds of workarounds 
are orthogonal to cloud computing concepts since contents are 
not accessed transparently. Fortunately, many initiatives allow 
clients to perform distributed search operations by connecting 
to all nodes and merging results into a unified result list. Those 
initiatives employ “map and reduce” functions [13] commonly 
used in functional programming. The Foreign Content Aggregator 
is based on Katta, a distributed application that runs on commodity 
hardware. Katta requires a master server to manage the rest of 
the nodes of Media Cloud. Nodes are participants of the Media 
Cloud that serve index “shards”. The index shards are generated 
from the Lucene indexes stored in the HMI database. A member 
of the cloud can search within an index since Katta connects to all 
the members of the Media Cloud and merges results into a unified 
result list. Thus, devices within the home network can search 
content using Cloud in several repositories in parallel as if they 
were part of their home network. The Cloud middleware can act 
as a Katta master or a node. One Media Cloud instance should act 
as a master. The master is drawn during the start up. If the master 
fails, the nodes start the draw again to continue the operation.Katta 
uses Zookeeper see fig. 7), a centralized service (where the central 
node is the master) for maintaining configuration. information, 
naming, providing distributed synchronization, and providing 
group services. Zookeeper keeps track of the live nodes and updates 
the node list in every Cloud instance when a node fails or a new 
node joins the cloud. When a search operation is performed, Katta 
gets the document frequencies, i.e. number of times the word(s) of 
the query is(are) contained in a document, for a query individually 
from all the nodes. That gives the document frequencies per node, 
but not a global score (or frequency). Then, it passes the value 
(document frequency) and the search query to all nodes so they 
can adjust their scoring in order to derive the document frequency, 
or scoring, with a global scope. In this way, it is possible to obtain 
a distributed scoring system to find the contents that better match 
the search query. Map Reduce is a framework for processing highly 
distributable problems across huge datasets using a large number 
of computers. Map step includes the master node that takes the 
input, partitions it up into smaller sub-problems, and distributes 
them to worker nodes.  Reduce step inludes the master node which 
then collects the answers to all the sub-problems and combines 
them in some way to form the output – the answer to the problem 
it was originally trying to solve.

Fig. 7: Foreign Content Aggregator

B. Content Delivery Module
The Content Delivery Module (CDM) [14] handles communications 
with foreign devices. This module delivers content outside the 
home network by means of streaming, http or any proprietary 
protocol using a general-purpose secure tunnel. The module selects 
the most appropriate protocol to send contents across Internet. 
The device retaining the selected content streams it to the Home 
Domain Manager. The CDM at the source home network provides 
an appropriate transport to the content over a secure tunnel. The 
CDM at the destination receives the content and redirects it to its 
Home Domain Manager. Finally, the Home Domain Manager at 
destination  Cloud instance, would select the appropriate plug-in to 
deliver the content to the device that requested it. The CDM uses a 
plug-in system that can be extended to support new protocols. By 
default, the CDM supports RTP and Real Time Streaming Protocol 
(RTSP) protocols for streaming. It also supports HTTP and HTTP 
over secure channel (HTTPS) protocols for transmitting content 
that cannot be streamed as images or documents. If the protocol for 
communicating two devices in different home networks through 
the cloud is proprietary, the CDM [14] provides a general purpose 
secure tunnel that acts as secure pipe. Devices located at the home 
network can access transparently to contents stored in the cloud as 
if they were part of the home network. The Home Domain Manager 
and the Content Delivery Module perform content streaming 
and adaptation. The Content Delivery Module sends or receives 
contents from other Media Cloud instances and the Home Domain 
Manager adapts the streams to fit devices capabilities.Cloud 
abstracts the underlying complexity so the devices interact as if 
they were located in the same home network. The security in Media 
Cloud is based on digital identity. A Media Cloud instance provides 
services to devices located in the home network. Those devices 
can be operated by any family member. Thus, the authentication, 
authorization and policy enforcement should be managed using 
user-centric digital identity technology.

VII. Implementation
We have developed Cloud Middleware with video data hiding 
principles including an UPnP service for metadata exchange that 
can be easily instantiated in small devices. We have chosen an 
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open source UPnP library for developing the UPnP/DLNA plug-
ins of the Home Domain Manager and for the metadata exchange 
service. The development process of Media Cloud comprises 
three stages. In the first stage, we developed a proof of concept 
using commodity hardware as Personal Computers (PCs). In 
this stage, Cloud Middleware was successfully instantiated and 
tested in several J2EE containers. Concerning the hardware, we 
tested. Cloud Middleware in a small form factor PC with 1Gb 
of RAM. The Home Media Indexes database was developed 
using the Apache Lucene open source project. To make the index 
searchable across the cloud, we implemented a custom Content 
Server with a distributed search library from the Katta project. 
Our custom Content Server handles the master node election 
during the initialization and upon master failure. The security 
layer in this stage used an open source XACML implementation 
for policy enforcement and an open source security framework 
for user management, authentication, authorization, and 
policy enforcement. The information cards authentication was 
implemented as a custom authentication module for the security 
framework. We tested our implementation with a STB for both 
modes of operation. The scenario was a cloud with 50 participants 
making one request at the same time to the Media Cloud node 
instantiated in the STB. We repeated the process 50 times. The 
Media Cloud STB used an index derived from 10 thousand media 
files. The memory consumption and the test time are shown in 
fig. 8.

Fig. 8: Testing for Relaxed Mode using 8 MB of RAM

VIII. Conclusion
Cloud Middleware provides an easy to manage, cost-effective 
solution for bringing cloud computing paradigm to content sharing 
among federated home networks. The solution is easy to manage 
since it supports different devices by performing content adaptation. 
Cloud Middleware considers transparency as a main goal: it allows 
devices from different home networks to communicate as if they 
were in the same local network. It uses well known protocols as 
DLNA and UPnP for interfacing the home network whereas uses 
HTTP and RTP over a secure channel for communications across 
Internet. Moreover, the solution is open since new protocols can 
be supported using the plug-in system. The cost effectiveness 
is achieved by sharing resources that could be underused in 
other cases. Media Cloud encourages cooperation among home 
networks facilitating media classification, management and 
sharing. Distributed search and content delivery over the cloud 
are among the most important features.
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